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These past 2 months Spencer and I have been picking back up our old problems while

also helping our classes in all things winterfest. We’ve been finishing recording winter sports,

including esports. I know a curling club member and I’m trying to see if he can get us any

footage as they only play at 530 in the morning in stockton. The spirit commissioners were all

present on at least one day as we were able to get footage for the positions video. As of a few

days ago we finally have a working computer and not a paper weight. We are now going to be

working very hard and very quickly to make up for lost time on the positions video and the end

of the year video. We also have been doing our smaller jobs such as setting up and putting away

sound systems at rallies, playing music and putting together playlists for the winter fest rally.

I am currently not on any standing committees

I was on the fashion show committee. Spencer and I worked on making a consecutive

playlist with the music given to us.

My new mentor is Mia and things have been going great. We went to lunch with David

and Xiemna and talked about our goals for leadership. My mentor wants to be remembered after

high school as someone who is kind and uplifting but also responsible and trustworthy. She plans

to do this by getting involved but dedicating herself to what she gets involved in.

My concern for this program as of right now is tensions due to elections. We haven’t even

gotten the results yet but the past few months as people have decided what they want to run for,



tensions have been built. We all need to remember it’s not that big of a deal and we shouldn’t let

it affect how we work together.

A positive comment about someone in class is Mina, my day is always brightened so

much whenever he comes around the corner and says “hey goofy” or “hey stinkabut”. He shares

this kindness to not just me, not just the leadership class, but the whole school.

One change I’d like to see more of an effort to get our classes involved in what we do.

Our classes are getting less and less spirited, we need to give them a reason to come to rallies and

events as it will make it much more worthwhile.

An impact I have been trying to make on campus is to stop negativity from spreading.

People so easily throw other people down or talk shit. I’ve been making my best effort to bring

up something positive about the person.


